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Standing Up for a Sustainable Sandford

Inquiry to hear from Sandford Residents
In April next year, Sandford Neighbourhood Group will
present evidence to an official Inquiry, arguing that Aurora’s
plans for a further 85 houses behind the school are not
sustainable.

This crucial “test case” may well set the direction for all
future decisions about housing development in Sandford.

We believe it is our last chance to protect Sandford from
the kind of unplanned, opportunistic commercial projects
that place profit above all else, and risk harming rather
than helping rural communities.
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Our Researchers Need
Your Help
Over the next few weeks, volunteers
from Sandford Neighbourhood Group
will be gathering information to help
understand the impact that the
proposed Aurora development is likely
to have on the village.

We’re appealing to residents to Stand
up for Sandford and help us gain a
more accurate picture by sharing any
relevant expertise, joining in the
research effort, or simply by filling out a
survey and encouraging neighbours to
do the same.

We are only a small group and would
gladly welcome new members who are
interested in helping with this
campaign.

Our Themes

Our research will cover ten themes:
1. Planned vs Unplanned

Development
2. Proportionate vs Disproportionate

Development
3. Sustainability
4. Social Impact
5. Protected Species and the Natural

Environment
6. Valued Landscape Character /

Impact on the Mendip Hills Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty

7. Historic Assets
8. Visual Impact
9. Sewerage and Flooding
10. Highways and Access
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Reasons to Stand up for Sandford now

1. Sandford can’t sustain more large developments

In the Council’s Local Plan, house-building in Sandford is only allowed
on small plots, in existing developed areas. Unlike Winscombe with its
generous range of shops, bus services, health and recreational
facilities, Sandford doesn’t have the means to cope with large-scale
developments of this kind.

2. Sandford risks losing out again

In 2016, contrary to the Local Plan, the Planning Inspector overruled the
Council and gave Strongvox permission to build the 118 new homes
now under construction.

Strongvox revoked their earlier offer to provide a new village hall, and the
proposal for extending the school onto the Strongvox site was binned. There
were numerous other benefits that could have been awarded to Sandford
but no-one stood up to demand them and the village got none of these.

3. Getting the facts right really matters
So how did Sandford end up growing by 23% and gaining an estimated
269 commuters without help to expand the primary school, build a large
enough village hall, or even so much as a footpath for the walk to
Churchill School?

Last time, we expected the
Inquiry to base its ruling on
accurate evidence. But
villagers who went along were
shocked to find how
Sandford’s facilities were
“talked up” and incorrect
statements left unchallenged.
At the end of the day, the
Inspector decided in the
developers’ favour, just.

What’s different this time?

We now know how important it is to have a “seat at the table” so we
can set the record straight if false claims are made about the economic,
environmental or social impact of building another 85 houses for 196
more residents. How else will the Inspector know that we no longer
have a pre-school or nursery, the bus services have reduced and the
doctor’s surgery is not, in fact, within reasonable walking distance for
many people?

This time we do have a “seat at the table”. We will be prepared with
detailed research and reliable data so that incorrect statements do not
go unchallenged.

Because Sandford Neighbourhood Group has a voice at the Inquiry,
this time we have a chance to insist that the Local Plan be respected
and Sandford be allowed to grow at a healthy, truly sustainable rate.
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National Grid Offer

National Grid will start work on the
new sub-station early next year.
Construction traffic will travel along
the A368. National Grid are offering
free tree planting to householders
affected by the work, and also
funding for community groups in
areas affected. Trees help with air
pollution, flooding and wildlife loss,
as well as enhancing the
appearance and enjoyment of our
homes. Go to our website or the
Parish Office for more info.

Also, please send in your ideas
about community benefits SNG
can apply to National Grid for, up
to the funding total of £20,000.

Fracking

The Parish Council will vote soon on
whether or not local communities
should be consulted when fracking
is planned in their area. If there is
no consultation, then someone in
central government in London will
Decide.

Please send an email to the
Parish Clerk by 22nd October,
winscombepc@btconnect.com
saying whether or not you think our
community and the Parish Councils
should be consulted in any
application involving fracking in
North Somerset.

In theory, fracking operations could
be allowed under the Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.


